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“A Good beginning makes a good ending” 

The journey to the scientific awareness camp had a fine head start on 9-11-

2013 at about 6.45 a.m. at Marthandam, near Thasiyah Marriage Hall. I arrived at 

the destination at about 6.30 a.m. I got into the PSN College Bus and my dad 

placed my luggage at the respective place. I took my favorite first seat and sat 

beside Jerolin Shimi Mol of Blue Team. She gave a good company to me throughout 

the expedition of two days. KAP organizer Mr. Mullanchery. M. Velian, Young 

Scientist Students, co-ordinators and guide teachers were also present. By the 

time we got our ID cards. Then, the bus reached Nagercoil and picked up another 

stream of Young Scientist Students. The leaders of each team took numbers of 



their team members. ISRO Scientist Er. Ingersol was also at Nagercoil. Velian Sir 

welcomed him. At about 8.50 a.m. we had our breakfast in the surrounding of a 

`Madha Church’ in Punniyavalanpuram. After our breakfast we started our journey 

again.  

At 10.00 a.m. we reached the Science Centre, Thirunelveli. We have  noticed

few Mathematical totems in its surrounding. I also witnessed some pictures on 

Early ideas of Solar System, Planets of Solar System and some inscriptions on 

`Naming a Constellation’ inscribed in the wall. The Science centre also had a Digital 

Planetorium and a Scientific Park in its campus. We entered the auditorium of the 

Science centre. We were delighted to see Masha Nazeem, a young inventor there.

The meeting started at 10.30 a.m. S.Varsha of Maroon team compered. She invited 

KAP organizer, Mr. Mullancherry.M.Velian, Scientist Er. Ingersol, Inventor Masha 

Nazeem and Mr. Lenin of Science Centre Thirunelveli to the dais. She also 

appraised Masha’s father Nazeem for being with us. 

 

Then, Velian Sir gave the introductory address. He greeted Masha and told  

that she was a former Young Scientist. He appreciated Masha’s dad and said that  

Masha’s parents are role model to our parents. Our parents should also take 

efforts to develop us into great citizens like her. Velian Sir also requested 

Scientist Er. Ingersol to honour Masha with a shawl. Then, he hailed Mr. Lenin for 

his efforts to make the  arrangements. Er. Ingersol Sir honoured Mr. Lenin with a 

shawl. Velian Sir also gratified Er. Ingersol. He told an incident where more than 

300 engineering students asked Er. Ingersol incessant questions and he readily 

answered all their questions. I was amazed by these words and wondered about his 

greatness. Velian sir also welcomed all the co-ordinators, guide teachers and 

resource persons present there.



 

Then, inventor Masha Nazeem spoke to us. She informed  about the Ignite 

Competition which is common to all school students. She told that it is a direct 

national competition where we don’t have to make a model but just write down our 

ideas in a plain paper. She encouraged us to participate in the competition for 

which we had to send our entries before August 27th of each year. She invited 

Gautham Pravin of 11th standard, Sri Golden Jubilee Higher Secondary School, the 

winner of Ignite Award 2013 to demonstrate his model to us. He is one of Masha’s 

brought ups. He had developed a product which is used for fixing and removing CFL 

bulbs keeping in mind the difficulties faced by people in removing and fixing them. 

For this, he had developed three products. Out of the three, he demonstrated two

models in front of us. Both 

have a head, a middle part 

and a handle. The third 

product was the final one .It 

fulfilled the drawbacks of 

the previous ones like heavy, 

risk of bulb falling down etc. 

The third one was not so 

heavy and has a pouch to 

prevent bulb from falling down. All of us cheered Gautham with a loud applause and 

Er. Ingersol sir honoured him with a book on energy and environmental challenges. 

Later, Masha presented a Power Point on her achievements. She introduced, 

herself as a BE Final year student in SSN College of Engineering, Chennai. She 

revealed that she was not born in a family of silver spoon but was born in a middle 

class family like many of us. This awakened my mind and I felt that even middle 



class students can sparkle in all spheres and can spread their light in the invention 

field rather than only high class students. Masha told that she was talented in 

dance when she was little especially in Bharathanatyam. An interesting thing is that 

she had no dance teacher and television was her guide. I was astonished by her 

keen observation even in such young age itself. I was much more amazed to know 

that she received a special prize from Mrs. Latha Rajinikanth for her dance styles

at  a tender age of seven. Later Masha had diverted her creativity to the field of 

co-curricular activities which includes making science models. Her first model was 

the Burglar alarm. She developed it at the age of nine. At the age of twelve, she 

designed a high-tech train toilet. She told that she modeled it when an idea struck 

her after she had read the then Railway Minister Mr. Lalu Prasad’s proclamation in 

newspaper .He had ordered not to dump waste in the railway track. Her High-tech 

train toilet contained a storage tank which dumps the waste only when the train 

drivers switch on a respective switch. She brought out her concept that these 

litters can be dumped in an uninhabited area. For this project she won the 

Southern India Science Project Competition which was held in Secundrabad on 22-

1-2005. She also got a rare opportunity of demonstrating her model to our then 

president Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam and Railway Minister Mr. Velu in August 2005. We 

also witnessed a video telecasted by Jaya T.V. which showed Masha explaining her 

High-Tech Train toilet project. Another video of Masha explaining her model to our

then Governor Surjit Singh Barnala also shown by her. She a met Dr. Kalam for the 

second time in the 93rd Indian Science Congress. The rare privilege as the 

youngest person to participate in the World Toilet Summit 2007 Expo at the age 

of fourteen goes to her. 

Masha specified the keys to success: Patience and Perseverance. Then,

Masha told us of her other invention of a flameless seal maker in 2008, which she 



accomplished when she had completed her 10th standard board examination. She 

made this attempt when she read news in the newspaper which told about the fire

accident that burnt some 10th board examination papers. Her father told her that 

the accident might be due to the left over seals which easily catch fire. She saw 

this lively once when her father got burns in skin when he affixed seals in his 

office. This made her think in the another way which led her to the replacement of 

this traditional seal maker, that takes more than ten minutes to affix one seal into 

a flameless seal maker which uses electricity or battery. This seal maker uses lac 

which has its melting point as 160o c. For this invention she got a national award 

and met Dr. Kalam for the fifth time. She also met five CMs and three Governors 

to demonstrate her model. Masha also showed a demo of it to the students and 

professors of IIST, Trivandrum. We are proud to hear that she is a KVPY scholar. 

The KVPY competition came on the same day of her Twelfth Practical Exam and she 

wrote a letter to the District Collector. This resulted in rescheduling the Twelfth

Exam Time Table, making way for her to attend both the challenges. Pointing out 

this incident, she affirmed to us that 

 “All rigid rules would be flexible before talent and merit” 

The Mechanical Porter was invented as a result of the difficulty she felt in 

carrying, lifting and placing luggage when she went to Japan in 2010 as a guest 

invitee. For this invention she got the Ignite Award 2010 and met Dr. Kalam for 

the sixth time. Masha also grabbed the President’s Sixth Biennial Award in the 

year 2012. Masha stressed that, “Even if you are traveling in a busy road the 

other vehicles will stop and pave way for your vehicle”. It is hard to believe that 

she had done this great achievement despite of the protest from her relatives. 

She finally made a full stop to her inspirational speech by telling. 

“Think beyond curriculum, 



  Imagine beyond campus” 

Her motivational address made me to salute her by telling `THANK YOU’. Then, 

Masha was awarded with a book by Ingersol sir. Masha’s father, Mr. Nazeem in his 

address thanked KAP because this was the first time he got a chance to address 

in the podium though he had participated in all Masha’s meeting. He gladly told “I 

take photographs all time but, this is the first time I have been photographed”. He 

also pointed out that in the past ten years of his career , he had dedicated 190 

working days for his daughter. These works astonished me so much. He told that 

he had spent twenty-one lakhs rupees and was sponsored with nineteen lakhs. He 

also requested KAP to bring out a comment which stressed on providing 

Government quotas to the scientific young inventors to the notice of the public and 

then concluded his speech. Subsequently, V.Steffy of Red Team told a feedback on 

Masha’s achievement. She also encouraged us to have an innovative thought. Later, 

ISRO scientist Er. Ingersol uttered a stream of appreciation and delivered a 

motivation speech. He told that this year’s Young Scientist Programme has a good 

start by Masha. He admonished that she is a born fighter and a perceiver and 

innovative. He congratulated Mr. Nazeem for his best fatherhood. He also stated

that, Nature helps one who innovates and succeeds in life. These words 

stimulated my thoughts. He also appreciated Gautham and wished Masha to 

continue studying and achieve laurels. He advised us that, “Children should take 

clue form Masha’s life and improve in their life”. He also expressed his gratitude to 

Mr. Lenin for making the arrangements.

             Succeeding Er. Ingersol Sir, Mr. Lenin conferred his ideas to us. He

told that the theme of this science centre is to spread fundamental science 

between people and to simultaneously reduce their superstitious beliefs. According 

to him, scientists are great only because they do simple things in a great manner 



but we do great things in a simple manner and when we learn to do simple things in 

great manner we will be one among the famous scientists. He did mentioned 

Vivekananda  words, “We have to make the situation” and advised us to stop

worry that we don’t have a comfortable situation and start to strive and make a 

favorable situation out of difficult situations. “As chance is favored in great, 

Environment will support in a great way if you innovate” is an ideal  quote which 

I cherish to remember even now.. His short address filled with thoughts made me 

to think a lot. Then, V. Steffy of Red Team told the vote of thanks. She payed her 

indebted thanks to Mr. Velaian, Mr. Lenin, Miss. Masha, Gautham and the ever 

loving personality Er. Ingersol. She also thanked the co-ordinators, guide teachers, 

resource persons and the consultants present there. 

We left the auditorium to have a glance at the entire science centre. 

First we had a look at the history of the NCSM’s (National council of Science 

Museum] serving for the past thirty four years to the nation. Then we put forward 

our leg into the Popular Science room. We saw so many amazing experiments like 

Square wheels, Shake hands with yourself, Music in air, Lazy coins, Air cannon, 

Inertia ball, Probability curve, Order and chaos, Tornado, Parabola, Hotspot etc. 

We also caught the sight of banners about the glimpses of Higgs boson in a stall. 

Diagrams and pictures of the Large Hadrian Collider were really brought back our 

memories which we had studied in our class adnd read it from news papers. After 

this quick grasp of the banners, I got a little idea about Higgs boson. At the 3D 

Theatre we made a note of astonishing trials like Anamorphoses, Jumping disk 

which works on Repulsive force, Magic Tap, Planetary Motion, Identifying Magnets, 

Floating Magnets, Curie Point, Magnetic lines of forces, Illusion with rings, 

Centrifugal force,  T.V. sphere, Bucket Radio, Probability curve etc. We also came 

across few digital boards expressing the concept of Stethoscopic images which 



look cross-eyed such that right eye sees left image and vice versa. We could also 

see simple camera, [pinhole camera] which shows images inversely and the Infinity 

Mirror. Next, we came to the Electronics room. There we viewed simple 

experiments related Digital Wall, Moving Electron, Nano electronics, Conductors, 

Insulators, Semi conductors, Electric component conduction band, valence Band, 

Diodes, Transistors, Silicon chips, Barcode Reader, Logic Gate, Modulation, Blue 

Tooth etc. Edwin Sam Sir served as an excellent guide to us and explained each 

experiment clearly. We walked back to the auditorium sunk in thoughts about the 

fun experiments which were like a dream land. 

   In the auditorium, Lenin sir showed us some amazing science demos on 

the theme `Science is Fun’. He pointed out why we enjoy comic books like 

Aanandhavikadan rather than science books. He told that the reason is 

understanding is lagging in science 

books and that science becomes an 

interesting subject when we do 

experiments. He stated that 

fundamental science is a magic. 

Then he started his experiments. 

First he performed an experiment in 

which he sprayed a colourless liquid 

on a plane paper, and then the paper showed `WELCOME YOU’ in pink colour and 

this colour vanished within few seconds. In the second experiment he had a pale 

yellow liquid in a conical flask. On shaking the flask, the liquid turned to blue colour 

and on keeping the flask still it again turned to pale yellow. Followed by this is 

a(simple experiment) competition to find out who is `who is strong?’ For this 

experiment, Senthil Kumaran of Yellow team and Dhanu of Red team came forward. 



The test was simple. A bit of paper was given to each and one who tears the paper 

into two equal halves was the winner. Dhanu did so and was declared as the winner. 

The next trick was how to create fire in small bits of paper on a dish. For this he 

used an unknown liquid. Lakshmi of yellow team tasted it and declared that it was 

sweet and tasted like a honey. As he poured the liquid into the dish of papers, the 

paper started to burn. Next, he asked two of us who were well talented in sucking 

juice using straw to come forward. Praison of Maroon team and Ethazh Sherin of 

Red team volunteered to go forward. Both were provided with a glass of Pepsi and a 

straw each. We started the countdown and both began to drink as we said `three 

two one, start!  Ethazh drank it first and Praison was not even able to drink a drop 

of it. Then sir proved an experiment on how a paper and a book behaves down when 

dropped in two ways (1) when book is over the paper (2) When paper is over the 

book. Many comments were told by the viewers and finally when it was 

experimented, both paper and book fell down simultaneously in both conditions. In 

the final experiment, a paper was kept over a mica sheet which was projecting out 

of the table. When the mica sheet was beat strongly with wooden plank the paper 

above it had no effect but the projected piece of mica sheet was broken. I was 

wondering these experiments which were really like magic and at the same time I 

was eager to know the scientific logic behind these experiments which were in 

suspense. Lenin Sir convinced us by explaining the scientific reason behind each 

experiment. This was the first time I really enjoyed science. I wished that I 

should always have fun with science like this. All of us payed our grand salutation 

to Lenin sir with a loud applause. Then, I told the feedback on Lenin Sir’s 

experiments and Meera Kathiresh of Blue team told the vote of thanks. Next, we

had our lunch at about 1.00 p.m. 



After our meals, we went out to enjoy and learn from the surrounding of 

the science centre. I noticed different plants kept in various shaped pots like 

pineapple shape, guava shape etc... All the teams went in different directions. Our

Green team was led by our co-ordinator     Dr. Edwin Gladson, Guide Teacher 

Sandhya Mol Mam and consultant Johnson sir. We saw many Bottle Brush trees in 

the field. We also witnessed birds like Guinea hen and viewed some physics 

concepts in the form of experiments like Bird in a cage, Variable Pendulum, 

Compound Pendulum, Lissarjous Figures, Ecotube, Archimedes Screw etc.. and some 

statues of prehistoric animals like Scelidosaurus (Limb Lizard), Psittacosaurus 

(Parrot Lizard), Stegosaurus [Covered Lizard or Roof Lizard], Spinosaurus (Thorny 

Lizard), Corythosaurus (Helmet Lizard), Tyrannosaurus Rex (Tyrant Lizard King], 

Gallimimus (Rooster Mimic), Baluchitherium (Hornless Rhino), Glyptodon [Carved 

tooth] etc.... An interesting thing is that the statues could move their heads and 

produce terrible sounds. We also had a look at statues of Science Genius like J.C. 

Bose, S. Ramanujan, C.V. Raman, Birbal Sahni, M.N. Saha, Homi Bhabha and Vikram 

Sarabai, Surrounding around a pool of water.

On the whole, the science centre is a store house of science knowledge. 

It served me as a guide and as a lively dictionary of science where we can learn 

science concepts with fun.

Then, we got into the bus and began out journey to the PSN College. We 

reached the college campus at about 4.15 p.m. and a meeting was held in the college 

auditorium. Steffy of Red Team compered. First, Velian Sir gave the introductory

address. He welcomed Dr. Sathasivan, the principal of PSN College of Engineering 

and Technology, ISRO Scientist Er. Ingersol, Dr. James Wilson, the Chairman of 

Sigma College of Architecture and the consultant of Green Team, Captain Bennet 

Singh, the consultant of Blue Team and all the guide teachers, co-ordinators,



resource persons and consultants present in that occasion. Next, Dr. Sathasivan, 

during his addressed informed that Kanyakumari district is lucky enough to have 

talent creating organizations like KAP which the Thirunelveli district doesn’t have. 

He declared that we are fortunate to experience this lucky opportunity. He 

stressed that we must know the importance of science as it is the basic of 

Engineering and Technology and without science there is no Engineering and 

Technology. His advice to give equal importance to both science and mathematics is 

indeed stimulated our thoughts . He added that the College library is opened for 

24 hours and we are free to use it whenever we want. He admonished that a 

Mathematician who had never ever used a computer before can be a computer 

expert at his first attempt itself. This made me aware of the importance of 

mathematics. He concluded his speech by advising us to learn all the concepts

cautiously and keenly at the school life itself, because what we learn in school is 

the basic for our college life. Then, Captain Bennet Singh gave his motivational 

speech. He asserted that in this modern world we must give more importance to 

science, we have to understand what science is and should develop a creative 

attitude. Subsequently, Dr. James Wilson was glad to be in this college because 

twelve years back, he started his Marine Engineering Teaching Profession in this 

campus. He appraised Dr. Suyambu, the Chairman of the PSN group of Institutions 

for his great effort to build up this college. This institution is the first in south 

Tamilnadu to establish marine engineering. He encouraged and motivated us to 

make use of this college library to take notes. He also wished the programme to be 

a successful one. Then, Scientist Er. Ingersol presented a power point on

Ecosystems. His PPT began with picture of a house in a green environment. He 

remembered his memories before few years, when he travelled to Mahendragiri he 

could see rice plantations and fields along the road side and he sighed that now he 



could see only orthopedic hospitals in their place. He then indicated the 

Importance of Ecosystems. He stated that, “Ecosystem is a dynamic complex of 

plants, animals, microbes and physical environmental features that interact 

with each other”. Ecosystems indirectly provide help to us. He also told about the 

ecosystem service like food, shelter, health, security etc. The ecosystem services 

function in local, regional and global level: Local      –Pollination 

Regional – Flood control and Water purification 

                                        Global     – Climate Regulation 

 

        He cautioned that ecosystem degradation is a great concern for humanity 

and that the living fabric of this planet is its ecosystem and biodiversity. He 

told that degradation is caused by commercial over exploitation and over population 

and its result is increase in the intensity of hurricanes than earlier days etc….

Human society is disconnected with nature due to lack of awareness. He also

revealed that his hobby is to lie down in the balcony and watch the stars for about 

half an hour at night. ‘At global level, degradation has caused climatic change’ he 

said. Then he talked about the Economic Invisibility of Nature. He indicated that 

Ecosystem Services are public goods and sighed that we don’t praise the things 

that are found free in nature like clean air, fresh water, soil fertility, flood 

prevention, draught control, climate stability etc. which are not traded in markets. 

He also spoke about Ecosystems Growth & Decline. He said, “Humans are 

benefitted by the luxurious nature. Climatic change is non-linear at present and is 

making the world an unlivable one. So, Ecosystem growth needs for a balanced 

approach’’. According to the UN study, out of 24 natural eco-systems 16 have come 

down. He also pointed out the values of forest wealth like:- Prevention of soil 

erosion. 



                 - Water augmentation 

                 -Flood control & regulation 

                 -Carbon sequestration 

Again he explained about wetlands which are areas where the water table is 

at or near the surface level. The wetland provides services like Habitat,

Biodiversity, Food Production, Nutrient Regulation etc... These services have many 

benefits. Wetland ecosystems are vital for sustained growth. He warned us that 

we think we are going to conquer or control nature but nature affects us later 

for the destruction we do now. Finally he ended up his informative power point by 

telling: Nurture your thinking process, you are the ambassadors of tomorrow.

Next, Ancy of Yellow team told the feedback and I told the Vote of Thanks. Later, 

we had our tea at about 5.30 p.m. 

              After tea, Velaian Sir presented a PowerPoint on Space Era in Tamil. 

He told that the earth is in the Milky Way Galaxy and it is the third planet of the 

solar system. He mentioned that it was after 1957, a satellite found that the earth

is spherical, like the shape of a guava fruit. He then elaborated about the satellite 

movement. A satellite stays in a Lamage for 300 days. The Satellite gets energy 

from a solar panel. It is also fitted with an antenna. He pointed out a fact that 

every country has a fixed path each for sending its satellites to space. This is to 

ensure that no clash takes place between the satellites of any two countries. He 

also indicated some of the predecessors of the space era like:

-      Aryabhatta (AD 476) – found that the spherical Earth revolves around the 

sun in a fixed 

       Orbit.                                                         



- Astronomical Scientist Bhaskaracharya (AD 76) – wrote about gravitation 

force that keeps both Earth and Sun in orbits.

-  Chinese (1232) – designed fire arrows that were the ancestors of rockets.

       Then he explained about rocket technology and some of its contributors

like:

- Nicolas Copernicus (AD 1473 – 1543) – predicted that the earth revolves

around the sun in a fixed orbit before the invention of telescope. 

- Kepler (AD 1571 – 1630) – found that the Earth’s orbit is elliptical 

- Newton (AD 1687) – put forth the concept which states that `artificial

satellites can function like natural satellites’. 

            Velaian sir pointed out the Natural Satellites of Mars – Phobos and 

Deimos. He also informed about Tippusultan, son of Hyder Ali who was the 

first to use Rockets in 1799. He said a surprising note that Tippusultan used 

about 5000 rockets at those days in the Battles of Srirangapatnam. Velaian 

Sir also listed the names of few other benefactors of the space era like: 

- Verne (1866) – published the book “ From the Earth to the Moon”

- Tsiolkovsky of Russia – a school teacher who put forth the Rocket Equation 

of 1903 which stated why lauching rocket should be categorized into various 

stages.

- Robert Goddart (1925) – discovered Liquid Engine. 

- Arthur C. Clark (1945) – an Imaginary writer about concepts of space. 

               Then Velaian Sir spoke about Russian satellite Sputnik launched on 

October 4, 1957. This launch marked the beginning of the space era. This 

was the first satellite to launch against gravity. Then he told the timeline of 

the TV satellite from 1962 to 1964:

1962 - Delsar – T.V. Satellite 



1963 - Sinham I – TV Satellite 

1963 - July 2 – Sinham 2 – TV Satellite 

1964- July 26 – Sinham 3 – TV Satellite reached the region above the Atlantic 

Ocean and     gave a 22 hours live telecast of the Olympics held in Tokyo, Japan.

Velaian sir also stated the speed of earth’s rotation in its own axis as 

1674 km speed. He told that in 1999, the international space station was 

launched into space and rotates at a distance of 380 km from the earth. He also 

denoted the national spirit of Dr. Vikram A Sarabai and told one of his quotes. 

“We are not lower than others in any aspects” are the words of the quote 

which I felt impressive. 

           Then, he asserted the glimpses of India in space. India’s first rocket 

was launched from Thumba on November 21, 1963. The rocket was named Nike 

Abbott. Then he specified the famous words said by Wernher von Brawn a 

German born U.S. Scientist to Dr. APJ. Abdul Kalam who received and 

welcomed him on his visit to India. The words which I felt motivational are: 

“We can’t succeed only by victories but, we must remember that we will 

develop by failures also.”

Next, sir told some of the applications of satellites in Televisions, 

Network, Mobile phones, GPS Radio, Climate and ATM. Then, he specified the uses 

of INSAT like EduSAT and barrier warning which saved precious lives of Odisha 

people form Phailin storm, Video conferencing, (Telemeeicine)Referral Hospitals in 

remote areas, usage of satellite technology in forest management, Biodiversity and 

Drinking water detection etc. He also listed some types of dishes like-      

- C- Band (4 – 8 GHz) 

-Ku – Band (11-17 GHz) 

-Ka – Band (20 to 30 GHz) 



He told that the unit hertz (Hz) was discovered by Henry Hertz. Some of 

the rockets sent by India from 1980 till at present like SLV, ASLV, PSLV 

and the ongoing projects are to launch GSLV-MK I & II and GSLV MKIII of 

which GSLV MK1 is to be sent by this December. We got a clear idea about  

Chandrayan I msssion and its uses , launched using PSLV CII rocket on 

October 22, 2008 at 6.00 a.m from his presenatation. The main discovery of 

Chandrayan I was the presence of water in moon. For its discovery it had got 

four international awards. He also asserted the various stages in the launch 

of Chandrayan I and the distance it travelled in each stage:

- October 23, 2008 – 305 x 37900 

- October 25, 2008 – 336 x 74715 

- October 29, 2009 – 465 x 2, 67,000

- November 4, 2008 – 380000 

- November 8, 2008 – 500 Moon 

- November 9, 2008 – 504 x 200 Moon 

- November 10, 2008 – 200 x 187 Moon 

- November 11, 2008 – 187 x 187 Moon 

- November 12, 2008 – 100 Moon

- November 14, 2008 – MIP

 

 During its odyssey to moon, Chandrayan I had taken 70,000 

photographs. One interesting aspect of his presentation was the details of 

the latest launch , India’s Mars mission Mangalyan that was sent for sensing

Mars on 5th November 2013. It takes ten month for it to reach Mars. The 

main theme for launching this satellite is for finding the outcome of three 

hidden puzzles



-Whether Mars has methane

                    - Whether it have life traces 

- Whether it has a favorable climate 

He also stated that ISRO chief Dr. Radhakrishnan had told Chandrayan – II 

will be launched in 2016. He finally concluded his power point by pointing out some 

of the predecessors of Indian Space Science and told that we must follow their 

foot step. Then, we had a discussion with ISRO Scientists Er. Ingersol Sir. We 

clarified our doubts with him. He made us astonished by clearing all our doubts.

Next, Mr. John Rabi Kumar Sir did a power point on Nurture Nature He pointed 

out a bible verse: 

Psalm – 104:12. 

“By them shall the fowls of the heaven have their habitation, which sing 

among the branches” 

He said that the word `Nature’ comes from, the Latin word `Natura’ which 

means `birth’. He also pointed out that we are a part of nature. He asked a 

question: Whether the earth belongs to you or you belong to the earth? We 

were puzzled by this question. He made us understand the answer that we belong 

to the Earth by a story of the conversation between a Buddha Lama and a farmer. 

The story made us understand the concept better. He asserted that the Earth was 

made 4.5 billion years ago. Now nature is ill and we are the viruses. He stimulated 

our thoughts by telling us to think, “What we are doing to our beloved Mother 

Earth?” He sighed that we are polluting nature depleting the mineral resources, 

causing global warming and this is resulting in the extinction of plants and animal. 

We are destroying nature which is God’s greatest boon to mankind. 

“We cut her hair, rip her skin, drill holes on her and take her blood putting 

things inside of her and blow her bones up”



“We have turned the beautiful Earth into an Ugly Land”

- these words about the selfish behavior of humans were really thoughtful 

 

He also said an alarming news that out of 7 billion members of the human family, 

75 million including 20,000 children below the age of 5 die from hunger every day. 

But, we waste 1/3rd amount of the total food produced! He also made us aware of 

methane which is a more powerful, shorter lived green house gas .Due to this global 

warming occurs and causes the high risk of ice cap melting that affects polar 

bears. He also showed a picture of an innocent polar bear with its two children,

standing on a small ice cap, losing its habitat and not knowing where to go. This 

sight made me to pity for the bear. He also predicted that, if the global warming 

and melting of ice capes continue, Maldives and Bangladesh would be disappeared 

from the world map. He also pointed out that Industrial gases make oceans 30% 

more acidic. Then he talked about forest. He said that if the current rate of 

deforestation continues, forest will be reduced into monuments. He estimated that 

the world forest cover is decreasing every year and in each year it falls by an 

amount which is equal to the country Nepal one time or four times the country 

Switzerland. We have taken the best wood first and left less forest. Destroying 

forests leads to destruction of wild life. He also stated that, a 50 year old tree 

releases oxygen worth Rs. 5.3 lakhs and Shelter for birds, and animals worth Rs. 

5.3 lakhs.. He gave a comparison of species decline at ancient times and at present. 

Earlier, we lost one species in 400 years, but now we lose a species per day. India’s 

tiger population has also decreased from 50,000 to 20,000 and now Sri Lanka has 

no elephants.

Then he lectured on the topic Water & Nature. He told some shocking news: 

- 1.2 billion Members of our Human Family have no adequate water every day.



- Water tables have dropped by 50 metre in Madras. 

- 2.3 billion People, i.e., 1/3 of our human population lack fresh, clean drinking 

water. 

He also pointed out some measures that we can do to protect nature. 

1. Everything comes from nature. Cherish what you have. Don’t destroy.

2. Recycle 

3. Simplify your life

4. Nature is to be enjoyed, Cherish 

He also quoted the words told by Gustavo Petro: 

“Hurt of one is the hurt of All and the 

Honour of one is the Honour of All”

Survival of human life is true only if there is Survival of Environment. The Earth 

will remain with bacteria in future if we continue deplete the nature. 

He ended up his power point with some impressive words: 

Yes 

We can save this planet 

Yes 

We can heal this planet 

Yes 

We can repair this world 

“The planet what we live is not gifted to us by our grandparents but lent to us 

to hand to the youngsters” 

“Together we will begin next chapter in the history!” 

His thoughtful and cherishing power point emphasized me so much. 

Then we had our dinner by 8.00 p.m. Later we came back to the auditorium. 

Anisha of Maroon team presented a power point on the topic “How to build a 



positive attitude”. She told that we have to build up qualities like Discipline, 

Punctuality and Company with Good People etc… to develop a positive attitude. She 

talked on seven main points: 

1. Change your focus look for the positive  

This means that we have to be a seeker of good and should focus on 

positive things in our life. We must not be a pessimist (carry critics) who complains 

others, forgets their blessings and count their troubles. 

2. Make a habit of doing it now.

It means that we have to do everything without delay because 

procrastination leads to be negative in attitude. 

3. Develop an attitude of gratitude

We must develop gratitude. It can mean a smile or a thank you or a 

gesture of appreciation. 

4. Get into a contentious educational program

She indicated that: 

“Education is a potential power; 

Wisdom is a real power;

It is not just grades and a degree. It is : 

“Cultivating your strength and Learn self discipline” 

5. Build a Positive Self – Esteem 

           She defined: “Self esteem is a way we feel about ourselves” She 

asserted that when we feel good within, our performance goes up both in our 

studies and home.

She differentiated between the qualities of high self esteem and low self 

esteem.

High self esteem – Self interest, Discuss, Talk about ideas, confidence



Low self esteem – Selfish, Argue, Talk about people, confusing 

She also parted positive self esteem and Negative self esteem. 

Positive self esteem – self - confidence, respect worth 

Negative self esteem – self -doubt, put down; abuse 

She instructed us: “Don’t look where you fall but where you slip’

6. Stay away from negative influences.

She warned that we should avoid joining with people who have negative 

thoughts. We should not think negatively. 

7. Learn to like the things that need to be done 

She expanded the word SMART: 

S – Specific 

M – Must be Measurable

A – Achievable 

R- Realistic 

T – Time Management

            She motivated us to use the word “I can”. She told us to “Answer at 

least one question daily”. She instructed us to tell “Good Morning” to our 

parents in the morning. Her power point was motivational and informative. 

The examples she quoted from our practical lives made us understand 

better. Then, V. Steffy of Red team told the feedback and positives of 

Anisha’s power point. Next, Ashwin Niranjan of Maroon team pointed out 

the negatives.

Later, S. Varsha of Maroon team presented a PowerPoint on “Obstacles to 

achieve Success”. She mentioned some reasons on why is so hard to become 

a successful persons.

The reasons are:



- Lack of plan 

- Lack of desire

- Feeling unworthy 

- Laziness 

She told that knowledge and skills are the keywords for achieving 

success. She also insisted on the importance of discipline, time and commitment to 

become a successful person. She stated: 

“For success you need everything but, for failure you need few” 

The life and  challenges faced by Steve Jobs, an American who is 

presently the owner of Apple Company is an inspirational example that mesmerized 

our thoughts. He was born in a very poor family but succeeded in life. She also 

listed out other physically challenged people who are successful like Oscar 

Pistorious [lost one leg when he was 17 years old in an accident, but he is a runner 

now], Natalie du Toit [swimmer who lost an arm], Natalia Partyka [Table Tennis 

Player who lost an arm], Emmanuel Olosu Yebon [Cyclist who lost his leg]. All these 

people are successfully shining in the Paralympics. Varsha also showed a highly 

inspirational video of Jessica Cork, a pilot with no arms. She controls the plane 

using her toe fingers. She uses mobile phones and even plays piano using her toes.  

She also told about the achievements of some great personalities like: 

Prof. Solomon Pappaiah, a Tamil scholar who is excellent in debating.

Mrs. Chinna Pillai, known for her bank commitment. She was awarded by our then 

prime minister Atal Bihari Vajpee in 1999. In the award ceremony when she was 

about to fall in his legs, he succeeded her and quickly fell down in her legs. Mrs. 

Chinna Pillai holds this rare pride. 

Sudha Chandran, the greatest Bharathanatyam dancer in India who continued to 

dance even when she lost her right leg.



C.K. Ranganathan earlier made soaps and sold home by home. Now, he is the founder 

of the Chik Shampoo and Kavin care. 

Then, Varsha explained in brief the ten tips for success.

1. Set your goals

2. Leave your comfort zone and ready for discomfort.

3. Don’t be afraid to make mistake. E.g. Thomas Alva Edison

4. Come out of yourself, experience the realities. 

5. Choose to be happy always. 

6. Think of you and your development always.

7. Live fully in present 

8. Dare to dream big dreams

9. Never quit when you experience at set 

10. Commit yourself for your dream 

                On the whole, Varsha’s power point was motivational. Then, Ethazh 

Sherin of Red Team told the feedback on Varsha’s power point presentation.

         Then, we had the cultural programmes that we were awaiting for .First, I 

and Fathima of Green Team, Steffy and Ethazh of Read team, Varsha of 

Maroon team, and Meera of Blue team sang an entertainment song. Then,

Dharshini of Blue team performed a Bharathanatyam. Dharshini`s expressions 

were very pleasing. Later, Steffy of Red team did a funny mono act. Following

her, few girls from yellow team sang a patriotic song. Then, Steffy and Ethazh

of Red Team rocked the stage with their western dance. Next, Mary R. 

Jershiya of Green team and Blessie of Red team sang a melodious song. The  

story and remix song performed by Scottlin and Ashwin Niranjan  of maroon 

team was a thundering entertainment to all of  us. After Prayers of all the 



three religions were conducted by Abarna and Fathima and Varshini, Steffy and 

Ethazh we departed and went to our rooms for a sound sleep at about 10.30 p.m.

                The next day morning (10-11-13), we woke up at 5.00 a.m. We got ready 

and assembled near the college library at 6.30 a.m. At 6.40 a.m. we visited the 

college’s surrounding team wise. Our green team was led by our team co-

ordinator Dr. Edwin Gladson and our guide teacher Sandhya Mol Mam. Edwin 

Gladson sir, being a library of environment explained us about each plant we 

saw. First we saw acacia trees. Sir told that acacia trees are not environment 

friendly as they absorb moisture from atmosphere. He also showed other place 

in the college surrounding where acacia trees are replaced by Mahagani, Badam 

and Neem trees. He appraised the college surrounding and surprised us by 

saying that we could see a lot of peacocks there. We also saw Doshi Mushroom, 

a poison mushroom allergetic to asthma patients. We witnessed highly toxic 

medicinal trees like Kadukkai Tree and Koduveli Tree. 

   We also view trees and plants like Kanavazhai, Muttaikozhi, Kovai, Tree snail 

(tree), Flame of the forest and Banyan tree ( ]. All parts of Banyan 

tree have medicinal values. While we were examining each plant, Velaian Sir and 

Johnson Sir were maintaining an active patrol over all the teams. They 

encouraged us to collect the specimens of plants. In a Karuvilathi tree (wood 

apple tree) which is eco-friendly and is used firewood, we saw a pair of humming 

birds. The male was black in colour and the female was golden yellow in colour. 

That is why it is called the sun bird. We also saw a fat and well fed black 

Millipede we also saw Acarcica Specio Corp (or Button Moss). He told that it is 

edible. Later, we saw medicinal plants like Amman Pachcharisi, Nilavilathi, Nuna 

(Medicine for Kidney failure, Purifies the Blood), Keezharnelli (cures jaundice) 

Siriyanangai (fears snake and is used as a drug for snake bite) and Poduthalai 



(ensures relief from dandruff). He explained about each plant. And told that

tamarind flower is used to cure eye disorder, Visunukiranthi is used to cure 

injuries, and Rathinapurugai is used as blood purifier and cures nerve weakness. 

We also saw a frog leaping under a tree which is a Hyla frog. It is a terrestrial 

Frog and it eats mosquito larve. He also prescribed a drug for sinus problem. 

One gram of Thumbai flower should be mixed with lime and this mixture should 

be applied on the forehead. This can cure sinus. We saw a house of termites in a 

decayed Karuvel wood. Sir told that the big sized ones are the males and the 

red ones are the workers. I wondered about sir’s knowledge on even such small 

organisms. We saw birds like seven sisters and Indian Mynah (Mill Mynah or 

Bank Mynah). Then we viewed some edible mushrooms, Porkonghai Plant 

(Ethazhli) that is used to cure spleen disorder, etc.. I collected a lot of 

specimens. I also had a nest of Bulbul with me. It was a lively and informative 

field visit.

     After an hour of field visit, we assembled at the basket ball ground at about 

7.40 a.m. All the teams were seated there. First, our green team was given 

chance to speak on the field visit. I, Fathima and Jeshwini spoke about the visit. 

Dr. Edwin Gladson sir showed the specimens collected by us to the other teams. 

Then, Velaian Sir gave us two practical assignments. 1. Collect ten medicinal 

plants and plant it in your home. Find out its name, Botanical name, morphology 

of useful parts, Diseases it cures and all possible details about it.2. Cultivate 

five vegetables in your house and write about its use and the fertilizers you use 

to grow it.Velaian Sir also told that our co-ordinators would visit our house to 

check these practical assignments.

   Then, we had our breakfast at 8.10 a.m. Later, we walked back to the 

auditorium. On      



 the way, we met Dr. Suyambu, the Chairman of PSN group of institutions. He told  

  that the PSN College library is the biggest library in Tamil Nadu. He encouraged 

us to   learn well and become great scientist. With a pleasing smile he wished us 

saying “God Bless You”. I was satisfied when I heard his blessing. Then, Steffy 

asserted the glimpses of previous days events to him. We had a photograph with 

him and then we went to the auditorium. We had an assembly there. Students of 

all five teams were asked to present their reports. Steffy, Griffin and Merwin of 

Red team presented their reports. Varsha and Praison on Maroon team presented 

theirs. Senthil, Yelba, Varun and Shajan of Yellow team described their reports. 

Then I, Fathima and Adhitya represented our Green team. Dharshini, Meera, 

Krishnaveni and Dawnlyn Lal from Blue Team read their reports. 

           Then, Velaian sir asked the co-ordinator to share their views on our report. 

First, Edwin Sam Sir, the co-ordinator of yellow team told his views. He told that 

all the students were cautious to take notes, few of them had observed carefully 

and keenly while few of them grabbed some points here and there. He ended up 

his short speech by once again reminding us to carefully take notes. Next Prof. 

Sajeev Sir, the co-ordinator of Blue team told his ideas. He pointed out the 

debate telecasted in the television on November 2nd, Sunday which was conducted 

by Solomon Pappaiah on the importance of co-curricular activities. He motivated 

us to take part in co-curricular activities as only marks can’t inculcate talents into 

us. Co-curricular activities can build talents like speaking, explaining etc. within us. 

They make us excellent in all activities. 

Next, Balakrishnan Sir, the co-ordinator of Red Team told his views. Sir 

encouraged us to take part and participate in all trainings attentively. Then, 

Velaian Sir told us to observe every meetings keenly and gather more information. 

Later, Ashwin Niranjan of Maroon Team presented a power point on Positive 



Thinking. He told a quote of Brain Tracy. “An attitude of positive expectation 

is the mark of a superior personality” He stated that positive thinking means 

“Focusing on what is good”. He also spoke on optimism. He asserted that 

conquering negative thoughts can be achieved only with positive thinking. He listed 

out some tips for positive thinking:

- Meditate or do yoga

- Smile 

- Surround yourself with positive people 

- Change the tone of your thoughts from 

negative to positive 

- Don’t play the victim. E.g.  Cat 

- Help someone

- Remember that no one is perfect and let yourself move forward 

- Sing 

- Read positive quotes

- List five things that you are greatful for right now 

 

He also mentioned the steps in positive thinking. The steps are: 

- Be an optimist 

- Look at the Bright side 

o Think Positive 

o Lead positive 

o Feel Positive 

- Visualize success 

- Catch happiness 

- Count your blessings 



                Ashwin told about Norman Vincent Peale, 95 year old man and 

specified that he has long life span only due to his positive attitude and 

thinking. He showed a video on positive attitude. He also detailed the health 

benefits that we would gain due to positive thinking: 

- Increased life span

- Lower rates of depression 

- Lower rates of distress 

- Greater residence to common cold etc.

 

               Then Pratheesh told the feedback on his splendid presentation. 

Next, Senthil Kumaran of yellow team gave a short message on success. He also 

specified the positive Attitude of Hyundai. Then, Lakshmi of yellow team and 

Dhanu of Red team gave their feedbacks on their field visit. Later, Velaian Sir 

welcomed Scientist Er. Benizihar Rajan to do his power point presentation. Velaian 

Sir told of him that he has the globe in his hands and has a high memory power. 

He also stated that his knowledge is similar to Mangavilai Rajendran Sir’s 

knowledge whom we met during our project presentation competition in the 

selection process.

           Then, Benizihar Rajan sir gave a power point presentation on 

Water Hydrology. He told about the processes in water cycle and the places 

where water is present. 97% of total water in the Earth is Saline and 3% is 

Freshwater. Out of the freshwater 30.1% is ground water and 68.7% is in icecaps 

and glaciers. Out of the surface water found in the Earth Lakes constitute 87% 

and Swamps constitutes 1% .He also spoke of Baltic Sea, Black Sea and yellow sea. 

He told that the wars of next century will be on water. He also displayed a map on 

Aquatic Environment showing Lakes, Mangroves, and Coral Reefs etc… We also 



viewed some colourful pictures of Plankton and Nekton in his presentation. He 

admonished that, below ten km under the normal sea level, the temperature is in 

minus and as we go down the sea, the pressure increases by one bar for a descent 

of 5 km. He also made us aware of the services provided by marine system. He 

said that the beginning of River Brahmaputra is the Manosawar Lake. He also 

pointed out that the largest Inland Sea is the Caspian Sea which lies between 

Turkey and Kazakhstan. He gave a brief account of  Coast . “A coast is an area 

the ocean or sea touches the land. It constitutes about 100 km around the 

respective sea”. Sir also differentiated lake and pond. A pond is a small body of 

water, while a lake is a body of water surrounded on all sides by land of at least 8 

hectares. He asserted that Amazon Forest cover 6892 km and has 20,000 animal 

species. He mentioned about the uses of water in Irrigation, Power Generation, 

Industrial Development, Navigation etc., The importance of wetlands, their uses 

and how they are destroyed gave astonishing facts about our mother nature.

Wetlands filter water and protect us from floods by uploading and storing water 

temporarily. Then, sir told about the effects of freshwater shortage like 

Draught, Dry Climate, Desiccation and water stress. He made us aware of the fact 

that Rajasthan’s Sambar Lake is the world’s third largest lake. He also said a few 

words about Silka, India’s Estuary , the Sunder bans and Tamilnadu’s wetlands like 

Putheri, Theroor etc, He estimated that TN coast is 1071 km and there are about 

1,18,387 fisher folk at the 44 villages of its coast. Next, Ashwin Niranjan of

Maroon team told the feedback on Benizihar Rajan Sir’s presentation. He referred 

him as “Dictionary of Sea’. Later, all of us left the auditorium and visited the 

marine lab. The marine lab was modeled on a ship. Mr. Tamizharasan of Pondichery, 

the fourth Engineer of the vessel named “Empty Motor Tanker Prem Putli” guided 

us and explained each part of the model ship to us. He told that he had visited 



about twenty countries like Thailand Brazil etc… and two world wonders- Riode 

Genero and China wall through his Cruise in his vessel. All the vessels would have a 

main engine. He told that in his vessel, the Main engine is more than ½ km in 

length. He also listed out the various classes of captains like 3rd, 2nd, 1st captain, 

officers and various classes of engineers like 1st, 2nd, 3d, 4th Junior engineer 

present in his vessel. His vessel imports or exports petrol, diesel, Iron ore and 

coal from Arabian countries. It weighs 2, 79,000 tons. He also told about Iron 

ores, Cattle Carrier and container vessels. Container vessels are largest of the 

three. He made us aware of the two types of engines –four strokes Engine and two 

strokes engines. A ship can have as many generators depending on its length. The 

model ship has four generators. He stated that “A ship floats due to buoyancy

related to Archimedes Principle. When students asked him about his cherishing 

moment, he shared his experience that had occurred while he was crossing the 

equator. They would have a party in the shop when it crosses the equator. He told 

us about fixed fire-fighting that uses Co2 and normal fire fighting that uses sea 

water. He gladly told that we would get only hygienic foods in the vessel. He told 

us the difficulty in sailing the vessel through Somalia where the pirates dominate 

the sea. Safety suits and helmet can be worn while sailing. These are Personal 

Protectove Equipments (PPE). These equipments are used because the vessels have 

a policy of `Safety First’. He made us wonder by telling that the machines in this 

lab are working models. Some of the uses of few machines in the vessel are Lub oil 

pump-Lubrication, Sump tank – Suction, Cooling Water Pump – Cools water, Sea 

water pump-uses seawater to cool the other water, Diesel Oil pump – Supplies 

fuel. He then told about the flywheel or propler. It has four leaves and looks just 

like an ordinary fan. In his vessel, they find directions using Map or Magnetic 

compass and its fastest speed is 25 knots. We saw a big engine in the Ship model. 



Tamizharasan Sir amazed us all by telling that the original ship has six plat forms 

like this. We also had a glance at the control room. Then all of us assembled again 

at a corner of the marine lab. Then, I, Varsha of Maroon Team, Krishnaveni of 

Blue Team, Jeshwini of Green team, Ethazhland Steffy of Red Team told the 

feedbacks. Finally I demitted my extreme gratitude to Tamizharasan sir moved to 

have our lunch at 1.45 p.m. 

 After our lunch, we visited the Aeronautical Lab. There, Prof. 

Priyanka, a scholar of Aeronautical Engineering, explained us about the Cessna 

aircraft with its original model. It is a two seated aircraft. It has three parts 

Wing, Fusage and Propeller. The fuel used in this aircraft is white petrol. Priyanka 

Mam told that the wing is the most important part of the aircraft. Four forces 

act on the wing. Lift, acts on the top, weight at bottom, Thrust at right and drag 

at left. An aircraft also has three control surfaces- rudder, elevators and aileron. 

Mam explained us clearly about each part. She told that if the elevator is turned 

down, it is called pitch up and if it is turned up, it is called pitch down. Mam 

referred the sound of Rudder as “Yoy yung”, Mam them told the importance of 

black box. She also stated that the pilots used to communicate with the ATC 

people in the airports throughout the travel. Then I told the feedback on Mam’s

explanation. Later, we entered the Thermodynamics Laboratory. There we 

witnessed the Redwood viscometer and Sabolt Viscometer Mr. P. Ganesh guided us 

in the Thermo-dynamics Lab. He told that the Viscometers are used to find the oil 

viscosity. One side of the viscometer was filled with water and the other with oil. 

Then Ganesh sir differentiated the petrol engine from the diesel engine. Next, 

Priyanka Mam demonstrated the wind funnel to us. The purpose of the wind tunnel 

is to analyze the airflow in the aircraft. After Mam’s demonstration, V. Steffy

Red team told the feedback on Mam’s demonstration. Again, we assembled at the 



auditorium at 3.00 p.m. Ashwin Niranjan of Maroon Team, Ancy and Nishika of 

Yellow Team and Mary R. Jershiya of Green Team told the feedback on the visit 

to Aeronautical lab.  Later, Meera Kathiresh of Blue Team did a power point on 

water  

She stated that fresh water is precious and has a big use at global level. 

She also estimated the water uses and demand as: agriculture-70%, household-

24%, exploited-6%.Then she told about water resources in India and management. 

India receives 3 trillion cubic metre water from rainfall. She made us aware of the 

importance of rain water harvesting and told that it is compulsory for existing 

buildings. She also mentioned its use in agriculture. She also pointed out the need 

of surface water development and listed some of her views to reduce water 

pollution like avoiding use of agricultural pesticides, recycling industrial wastes 

etc…Her power point was very informative. 

Next, Balakrishnan sir, the co-ordinator of red team introduced Mr. Antony, 

the Zoology master of Evans Matriculation School to present his power point on 

Wildlife Conservation and Management in Kanyakumari District. First we had a view 

of Muthumalai. Wildlife constitutes animals from small micro organisms to large 

wild animals. He stated that there are about 165 species of Pisces, 120 species 

Mammals and 156 species of reptiles in the Western Ghats. Its keystone species is 

starfish. He showed the live pictures of fishes in Kanyakumari District like Common 

Rajpura, Reel, Silver needle fish, Sleeping Gobi etc…, amphibians like Common India 

Tree Frog, Verrucus Frog, Dusky Torrent Frog, Bronze Frog, Golden Frog, 

Beddome`s Frog, Wrinkle Frog, Male Common India Toad, Bush Frog, Short-

webbed Frog, Malabar Gliding Frog, Caecilians etc…, reptiles like Green Rine Snake, 

Green Keel back, Olive Keel back, Indian Rock Python, Red Sand Hoa, Russell’s 

Kukri, Bronze Back Tree Snake, Indian Cobra, Common Prain, Saw scale Vipour, King 



Cobra, Chameleon, Gecco, Tortoise etc…,birds like Hornbill, , Indian Eagle[owl], 

Black Eagle, Blue Bird, Peacock, Blue -faced Balcona , mammals like Bison, Nilgiri 

Thar, Lion Tailed Macaque, Bonnet Macaque, Common Magore, Nilgiri Langur, 

Cheetah, Tiger etc…I was astonished to see his vast collection. He also asserted 

the values of wildlife in ethical, commercial, ecological, recreational and cultural 

aspects. He also referred to some threats like forest fire, habit fragmentation, 

invasive alien species etc…and few animal-human conflicts like plant restoration 

etc…He also pointed out some conflict resolutions like establishing trenches, 

electric fences, chilly balls etc…He reminded us about Africa`s Dr.Louis King who 

protected honey and our former collector Dr.Rajendra Ratnoo who abolished 

plastics in our district. Finally, he concluded his enthusiastic power point by 

advising us all to LOVE, EXPLORE, and CONSERVE nature. We appraised his 

extraordinary presentation with a loud applause. 

 Then, we came to the meeting`s final moment. Velaian sir invited all the 

KAP dignitaries and Prof.Ramesh to the dais and continued his vote of thanks. He 

specially thanked Prof.Ramesh for his kind hospitality towards us. Subsequently, 

V.Steffy of Red Team gave a short feedback on the entire camp. Then, 

Prof.Ramesh was honoured with a book by Er.Benizihra Rajan. The meeting ended 

up with a national anthem. Later, we had tea. 

We started our journey back to home at 

4.00pm and reached Marthandam at 7.00pm.

   The two days programme 

both at District science center 

and PSN college of engineering and 

technology is really and 



remarkable and memorable event in our career and our journey as  young   

scientists. I have no other words to express my gratitude to Mr. M. Velaian for 

arranging such and wonderful event.  Scienetist. M. Lenin, Ms. Masha Nazeem, 

Selvan. Goutham are in fact our role models to adopt. Dr. Suyambu, the great 

philanthropist, Dr. Sathasivan, prof Ramesh are really great personalities who had 

made the stay at PSN college comfortable and meaningful. Dr. James Wislson, Er. 

Ingersol. Er. Benzihar Rajan,  all the guide teachers, coordinators, resource person, 

counsellors are really to be thanked for their commitment and support throughout 

the programme. The one day stay away from my home at this tender age has little 

impact on us as we were fed with lot of information and knowledge. 

Once I again My deep rooted thanks to one and all. 

THANK YOU KAP……


